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Abstract

Introduction: Those who provide care in emergency situations are exposed to a high risk of injury or death during rescue work, whether in traffic accidents, natural disasters, terrorist attacks, or humanitarian crises generated by armed conflicts. This research was carried out among Costa Rican Red Cross (CRC) workers to establish the perception of the usefulness of dental records as a method of identification and to develop a single format for antemortem dental information. Materials and methods: A pilot questionnaire was designed and applied to 10 persons to be calibrated and validated. Subsequently, a final electronic questionnaire was generated in the Google Forms platform and sent via institutional e-mail to 175 workers, of whom 92 responded during the period from November 20, 2022, to January 20, 2023. The results were analyzed by means of frequency distributions, crossing of variables, and comparison of means based on the analysis of variance. The minimum confidence level for comparisons was 95%. Results: The questionnaire was completed by 92 people, 75% men and 25% women. The age range between 36 and 40 years was the most frequent (23.9%). A total of 60.9% worked in the province of San José, 58% indicated that they had visited the dentist a year ago or less and 38.6% said that they had never had a panoramic X-ray taken, 81.8% said they had dental treatments such as crowns, bridges or implants; and 75% considered dental records to be very useful as a method of identification, and placed it in second place in terms of knowledge (89.8%) when compared with DNA (97.7%) and dactyloscopy (86.4%). Conclusions: Costa Rican Red Cross workers consider dental records to be useful in the identification of human beings and have useful antemortem information for this purpose.
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Introduction

Red Cross personnel attend all types of emergencies ranging from traffic accidents, natural disasters, terrorist attacks, disappearances, humanitarian crises and any other incident where lives are at risk. (1) Within the fields where Red Cross personnel work are humanitarian crises generated by internal armed conflicts or wars, where it is frequent that personnel suffer direct attacks or are part of the collateral damage as humanitarian workers (2), in some cases even political situations can generate what is known as "complex emergencies". (3)

In Costa Rica during the year 2022, more than half a million Red Cross responses were made, which included aggressions, water accidents, collisions, mountain searches and others that generated 255 more deaths than in 2021. (4)

A lifeguard can die during everyday events, for example during the care of a traffic accident because of other drivers who do not realize that an accident has occurred. (5) In our country there are few documented cases of the murder of Red Cross workers, the most famous one occurred on December 21, 1948 and had a political tinge where six volunteers were killed. (6)

Internationally, the historical event with the highest number of first responder deaths in a single event was the attack on the World Trade Center (WTC) on September 11, 2001, which resulted in the deaths of 2,749 people, of whom approximately 421 were members of rescue corps (7–9).

Due to the high risk with which lifeguards live daily, it is important to have adequate antemortem dental data that allow reliable identification, these data can reduce the wait for an identification from months to a few hours, while on the other hand if the antemortem dental information is inaccurate it can generate confusion, delays and finally make it necessary to use more complex methods such as DNA, This can easily be avoided by being careful when writing down information in the dental record. (10)

There are no specific antemortem information forms in Costa Rica for high-risk personnel such as firefighters, criminal investigators or any other rescue corps for investigative purposes. (11)(12)

Materials and methods

A summary of the research project containing the general objective, specific objectives, as well as the justification and possible benefits for the organization, was presented to the Head of the Department of Emergency Response and Rescue of the Costa Rican Red Cross; In addition, the pilot questionnaire reviewed by a statistician was attached to the document.

After obtaining authorization to initiate the investigation, the pilot questionnaire was applied to 10 people and corrected and recalibrated to be sent to staff. The final questionnaire was designed on the Google Forms platform and sent via institutional mail to 175 Red Cross workers.
The questionnaire included a header with a brief description of the project along with a consent and anonymity clause, as well as the possibility to complete only the general data; it was online from November 20, 2022 to January 20, 2023.

The results were analyzed by frequency distributions, crossing of variables, comparison of means based on the analysis of variance. The minimum confidence level for comparisons was 95%. The bibliographic review used in this research was carried out through different virtual platforms such as Medline, Scielo and PubMed.

Results
The questionnaire was carried out by 92 people, of whom 88 answered the complete questionnaire (95.7% of the sample), the remaining 4.3% only completed the sociodemographic data.

Age and gender

Regarding sex, 75% are men and 25% women, representing a ratio of 3:1. The most common age range was between 36 and 40 years with no statistically significant difference found in the average age of men with respect to that of women.

**Figures 1 and 2.** Age and gender of CRC workers
Marital status
About marital status, it is observed that 39.1% indicated being single, followed by 22.6% married and 15.2% in free union, the lowest percentage corresponds to divorced persons (13%) and in the sample there were no people in widowhood condition.

![Figure 3. Marital status of CRC workers](image)

Distribution by provinces
Most of the personnel works in San José (60.9%), in second place, 14.1% in Guanacaste, then Limón, Alajuela and Heredia (7.6%) and the smallest number of people surveyed (2.2%) work in the province of Cartago.

![Figure 4. Distribution by provinces of the workers of the CRC](image)
Dental treatments and periodicity

More than half of respondents mentioned that they received dental treatment 1 year ago or less (58%), in contrast to 2.3% who have never attended dental consultation. An 88.1% claim to have dental treatments such as restorations (composites), crowns, bridges, or implants.

Figure 5. Periodicity of dental care

About performing of x-rays, 38.6% indicate that they have never had a panoramic X-ray, 17% say they had one a year ago or less, 9.1% between 1 and 2 years and finally 35.2% more than two years ago.

Figure 6. Performing panoramic x-rays

Risk perception

In relation to the perception of risk of their work, 28.4% perceive that it is very high, 25% high and 23.9% moderate. Only 11.4% consider the risk to be very low and 4.5% describe it as null as shown in Figure 7.
Methods of identification

Regarding knowledge of identification methods, the best known is DNA (97.7%) followed by the dental method (89.8%) and in third place fingerprints (86.4%); It was also the combination of methods with the highest prevalence (Figure 8).

![Figure 7. Risk perception](image)

Opinion on identification methods in high-risk professions

When asked which method of identification was most suitable for people with high-risk tasks such as Costa Rican Red Cross personnel, 88.6% answered that DNA in first place, followed by 75% who indicated that identification by dentistry, in third place was identification by dactyloscopy (71.6%).

![Figure 8. Percentages of knowledge of methods of identification](image)
Figure 9. Opinion of usefulness of dental records for identification purposes

Employment status, accident rate and training

According to the answers obtained, 30.7% are part of the Red Cross in a paid manner, that is, 69.3% of the sample are volunteers, on the other hand 83% indicated that the functions they perform require specialized training to reduce risks and 43.2% said they had suffered an accident or situation that put their lives at risk. Finally, 93.2% answered that they would like to be taken into account for the creation of an antemortem database for identification purposes.

Discussion

When examining the distribution by provinces of the Red Cross workers surveyed, it is observed that most of them are concentrated in San José (GAM), especially in San José where more than sixty percent of the sample (60.9%) is concentrated and in general terms more than 90% are working in the Greater Metropolitan Area (GAM) these data are similar to those obtained in research previously carried out in other professions of high risk in Costa Rica as firefighters and investigators of the Judicial Investigation Agency (OIJ). (11)(12)

Regarding sex, it is interesting that of the sample surveyed 75% were men, in contrast to the staff of the Red Cross in the United States of America where 68% of the staff is female. On the other hand with respect to the age of the personnel in the U.S. the oldest range is between 20 and 30 years while in Costa Rica it is between 30 and 40 years.(13)
It is extremely important to highlight that with respect to knowledge and opinion about which method they consider to be appropriate for the identification of Red Cross personnel, dentistry ranked second in both questions while in previous studies in firefighters and researchers it ranked third. (11)(12)

58% of respondents responded that they received dental treatment 1 year ago or less and this coincides with surveys of firefighters and researchers (in both more than 50% received dental treatment a year ago or less) and also in the three groups more than 60% if they have had panoramic x-rays at some point in their lives. (11)(12) This is vitally important in terms of identifying cadavers or skeletal remains. (14)(15)

One aspect that should be mentioned is the perception of risk, since as in firefighters and researchers it was considered very high by most of the sample.

Finally, treatments and dental characteristics are vital as a means of identification, however their usefulness is subject to the existence of antemortem records with faithful information, ideally with radiological images and photographs. The possibility of identifying corpses in a state of putrefaction or carbonization is thanks to the resistance of the dental structures that provide us with a large amount of information. (20–26) Although in forensic dentistry there are techniques such as Cheiloscopy and Palatoscopy, these are of very little use in terms of identification when the soft tissues are already altered due to putrefaction or the conditions of death of the individual. (27–32).

At this time dentistry is increasingly digital and radiological images are easily stored that together with the odontogram provide enough information for identification purposes. (34)

Conclusions
According to the data obtained by Red Cross workers, these personnel are interested in being part of a database that allows them to be identified if necessary, through dental characteristics.
A large majority attend dental consultations regularly and have clinical records that include panoramic x-rays.
No protocols were found in the literature where to collect antemortem information from personnel who are exposed to high occupational risk, this condition is not unique to Costa Rica since there is nothing at the international level that is approved by any institution, for this reason implementing a format for identification purposes is a necessity.
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